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he stated in his Preface to Victorian Age, to be "the most
superb of human institutions in modern tunes." And yet
his later experience showed that the institution which he
had praised failed to move with the times. He had been
pleading for years for representative institutions and for
greater association of the people with the administration of
the country in order that their views and aspirations could
be taken into account in formulating vital administrative
decisions. Years of Conservative rule in England had wit-
nessed no> progress in this direction. On the other hand
colossal mistakes had been made, like the Partition of Ben-
gal, which roused the emotions of the people. Instead of
rectifying such mistakes, Government had initiated a policy
of repression which only helped to fan the flames and to
exacerbate the emotions of the people even further. For
the first time, people were beginning to be disillusioned
about progress through peaceful methods of persuasion. To
Romesh Dutt the disillusionment was painful. It presented
him with a dilemma. He saw clearly that if Government
persisted in their ways the political beliefs which he had
cherished all his life would be discredited; and yet, how
could he forsake these beliefs towards the end of his life !
In his anguish, he wrote to Lord Morley, in the same letter
from which an extract has been quoted :
"Why should not the British rule be a popular rule in
this loyal country, British officers consenting to share with
the leaders of the people the task of settling the policy and
the details of administration 9 Why should not Indian leaders
proudly stand by the side of devoted British administrators,
and work for the great Empire which they may then both
call their own?"
But scepticism was creeping into Romesh Dutt's views
also, and he added :
"Such questions receive no response from officials gene-

